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ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER
REMOTE COMMUNITIES HIT HARD BY COVID
( F E D E R A L G OV E R N M E N T N AT I O N A L
E M E R G E N CY
RESPONSE
PLAN)

(GUARDIANS INDIGENOUS INVESTIGATION)

A

The local Maari Ma
Aboriginal health corporation wrote to the federal minister for Indigenous
Australians, Yamatji man
Ken Wyatt, in March 2020
outlining its “grave fears”
if the virus were to spread
out west. It says that
warning was ignored.
The outbreak in Wilcannia could have happened in any number of
outback
communities,
says Dr Jason Agostino,
an epidemiologist and
medical adviser to the
National Aboriginal Community-Controlled Health
Organisation (Naccho).
Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander communities worked hard to protect themselves from the
first wave of the pandemic.
As of April 2021, there had
been just 153 confirmed
cases of Covid-19 among

boriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples and people
living in remote communities are at greater risk from COVID-19.
This is because there are
often higher rates of other health issues in these
communities, it can be
harder to access health
care, people in the community may be very mobile and travel often and
people often rely more
on outreach services in
remote places.
People who live in remote communities are a
priority of the Australian
Government and the COVID-19 National Emergency
Response Plan. We all
need to work together to
keep people safe and stop
the spread of the virus.
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Indigenous Australians,
according to the Australian Institute of Health and
Welfare.
“I’m really grateful that
we managed to keep it out
for so long,” says Agostino. “It was just an amazing effort by so many
communities to keep that
run going for the first 18
months of the pandemic.
But we’ve seen around
the world that Covid slips
into where the inequalities are, and that’s what’s
happened with the NSW
outbreak. Because we
haven’t in that 18 months
done the work to address
the fundamental inequalities, such as housing,
that exist for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
people.”
Even though the Australian Governments stated remote communities
were a priority that does
not appear to be the case.

There are some basis
human needs that are not
being met in remote communities which leaves
them susceptible to a
range of illnesses and
disadvantages them to
the point that they cannot
have the life they desire.
There are a huge numbers of issues whether that be health care,
education, water, food,
traveling distances to
get essential supplies,
land rights, a say in
how they are governed,
managing lands and
water to name a few.
Can I ask everyone
to continue your support and involvement in
raising these issues with
governments so we can
change this situation.

Thank You
Submitted by ASG Supporter

KIDS NEED SUPPORT NOT MORE PUNISHMENT

W

hat capacity does
a nine-year-old
have to judge the
full effect of their actions? And how does that
differ from a 10-year-old
or a 13-year-old?
Nationally, we arrest and
incarcerate children as
young as 10. This is despite the overwhelming
evidence that 14 is the
minimum age, developmentally and neurologically, that children
could be held criminally responsible for their
actions.
There are in fact compelling developmental arguments outlined by the
United Nations Committee on the Rights of the
Child to suggest this age
should be higher.
During the teenage years,
the prefrontal cortex is
still developing. This is
the decision-making part
of the brain, responsible for a person’s ability
to control impulses and
think about the consequences of their actions.
We now know that our
brains grow and evolve
from birth, through childhood, through adolescence, in fact until our
twenties.
While childhood is a time
of learning to be responsible, children should
not be held criminally
responsible for their actions.
The effects of imprisoning young children extend
well beyond the futility of
this in terms of what we
know about children’s developmental capacity. The
younger the age of a child

when they come into
the justice system, the
greater the likelihood
they will go on to reoffend. The experience of
youth detention is a key
predictor of later justice system involvement.

LOCKING UP YOUNG
CHILDREN DOES
NOT

MAKE

THE

COMMUNITY SAFER
In Australia, the dispro
portionate effect of our
criminal justice system
on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people means that we overwhelmingly incarcerate
Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander children.
On an average day in
the Northern Territory
in 2019–20, Indigenous
young people made up
44 per cent of those aged
10–17 in the general population, but 94 per cent
of that age group under
supervision. In WA, Indigenous young people
made up just 7 per cent
of those aged 10–17, but
59 per cent of that group
under supervision.
Nine out of ten incarcerated young people at
WA’s Banksia Hill youth
detention centre have
some form of neuro-disability.
Rather
than
receiving support in the
community, too many
young people are “managed” in youth prisons.
Children who come into
contact with the justice
system need access
to support, housing,

Greg McIntyre SC and Dennis Eggington

education, community,
culture, sport, care and a
sense of belonging — not
ongoing punishment.
Imprisoned children have
often experienced serious domestic violence,
disconnection from community, neglect, physical and mental abuse,
homelessness
and
poverty.
These interwoven layers
of crises and trauma are
exacerbated by contact
with the criminal justice
system.
As patrons of the
Justice Reform Initiative, we are working to
reduce
over-incarceration in Australia and
promote a community in
which disadvantage is no
longer met with a default
criminal justice system
response.
Jailing is failing all of
us, most particularly
our young people. Raising the minimum age of
criminal
responsibility to 14 is an essential
step to stopping young
people entering the
criminal justice system

and becoming trapped in
a lifelong struggle.
We
urge
Australian
policymakers to follow
the lead of the ACT Government and countries
around the world which
have
recognised
the
human cost of children’s
incarceration, recognised
the urgent need to build
genuine pathways outside
of the justice system for
young people, and accepted the compelling medical
evidence to raise the age
of criminal responsibility.
Greg McIntyre SC and
Dennis Eggington
Greg McIntyre SC is an executive board member of the Law
Council of Australia and a former
president of the Law Society of WA.
Dennis Eggington is the CEO
of Aboriginal Legal Service
WA
and
an
adjunct
professor at Curtin University.

September 9, 2021
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ABORIGINAL FIRE RANGERS & NEW BURNING PROGRAM

I

n a significant step
toward
joint land
management between
the Tasmania Parks
and Wildlife Service
(PWS) and Tasmanian
Aboriginal people, PWS
Aboriginal Fire Rangers employees have
completed their first
cultural burn at Dempster Plains on the West
Coast.
Aboriginal
cultural
burning
has
taken
place on the Tasmanian landscape for more
40,000 years, and this
program provides Aboriginal people with the
opportunity to connect to country, share
knowledge, and reduce
the impact of bushfires
in our community.
We know that planned
burns, like the cultural burn on Dempster
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Plains, are an important
method to protect the
landscape and vegetation values, along with
enhancing the survival
of sensitive plant communities.
It comes as part of the
Tasmanian
Government’s commitment to
support Aboriginal cultural land management
and burning practices,
which also includes the
awarding of 10 grants
to 5 Tasmanian Aboriginal community organisations as part of a
$100,000 pilot Aboriginal Cultural Burning
Program to help engage
and build capacity in
cultural burning practices.
The successful applications included projects
to plan and undertake
cultural burns, pur-

chase firefighting and
personal
protective
equipment (PPE) and
to undertake cultural
burning training.
The Tasmanian Government
recognises
that Aboriginal cultural burning practices
have helped shape the
Tasmanian landscape

we know today, and
our Government will
ensure
appropriate
collaboration
and
continuing engagement
with
Tasmanian
Aboriginal people to
deliver cultural land
management practices.
Jacquie Petrusma

Minister for Parks, Tasmania
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MENINDEE LAKES HIT CAPACITY FOR
FIRST TIME IN ALMOST A DECADE

T

erry Smith now has to
take a detour when he
goes to lend his brother a
hand with mustering.
From Scarsdale Station outside of Menindee in southern
New South Wales, Terry would
typically fly – like the proverbial crow – to his brother’s place
about 70 kilometres south of
the town, on the Darling River.
But floodwaters, now spilling into Lake Speculation, are
causing a welcome diversion.
“It’s actually a novelty,” Mr
Smith said. “Normally I’d go
straight over but now I have
to go around, in case I have to
land.”
It’s the first time since 2012
that water has flowed to Lake
Speculation.
“It’s a good thing. That’s what
the lakes are there for — to have
water in them,” Mr Smith said.
“To see water running into
billabongs and backwaters
that haven’t been full for a
few years … it is a great thing
to wander along and watch
floodwaters run down holes
and bring all the critters out.
“It’s a great thing to see.”

THREE SYDNEY HARBOURS
W O R T H O F W AT E R

This weekend the Menindee
Lakes – fed by the Darling River and its catchments across
NSW and Queensland – are expected to reach their capacity.

By Friday morning, Lakes
Cawndilla and Menindee
were full, which meant capacity across the system was
at greater than 98 per cent.
That means by Monday, more
than the equivalent of three
Sydney Harbours will fill
across the lake system, located about 1,000km from
Sydney, and 200km north of
where the Darling and Murray
rivers meet.
It is the same part of the
world made famous by mass
fish kills in early 2019.
Water NSW spokesman Tony
Webber says seeing the Menindee Lakes fill now is extraordinary.
“It’s hard to believe,” he
told
ABC
Broken
Hill.
“To have speculated this could
be the case 12–18 months ago,
it’s quite an incredible turn
around.
“Water [is] starting to make
its way into places that haven’t seen water for a while.”
Mr Webber says back-to-back
rain events since March have
allowed the lakes to fill.
But the severity of drought
over recent years has meant
it has been slow.
“It seems the drought had
such a devastating impact
on just the soil nature of the
catchment itself,” he said.
“The old rules were re-writ-

Water has been filling the lake system from January floods upstream in NSW and Queensland.
(ABC Broken Hill: Bension Siebert)

ten. Rain events that should
have generated terrific inflows
just weren’t [appearing] for so
long … and then something
clicked and now they are.”
‘It’s just fantastic’ At Menindee where residents are
locked down with COVID restrictions, the water
is a welcome distraction.
Keen angler Graeme McCrabb
has been stealing a glimpse
at the water flowing into Lake
Menindee – the largest of the
seven lakes — as he delivers
food hampers with the Rural
Fire Service.
“It’s amazing to see — [the]
water appears to be endless,”
Mr McCrabb said.
“It’s just fantastic to be looking across the lakes at beautiful sunshine and hear the
sounds of the gushing water

and screeching birds”.
Better still, McCrabb says
“word on the street” is that
fish in the lakes “are biting”.
But while wildlife revel in the
floodwaters, human celebrations will remain close to
home for now.
Despite the NSW government lifting its COVID lockdown on Friday night for
some regional areas, which
includes Scarsdale Station,
Mr Smith can’t travel far.
“I thought I’d do my grocery
shopping in Broken Hill, but
they’re locked down,” he said.
“[I] thought I could go to the
pub in Menindee, but they’re
locked down.
“I might have to get a shearer
to give me a haircut.”
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ANSTO HELPS VERIFY THE ORIGIN OF TRADITIONAL
ABORIGINAL PRODUCTS TO BENEFIT CONSUMER
CONFIDENCE AND ABORIGINAL ENTERPRISES

R

esearch at ANSTO
will ensure that
traditional
Aboriginal products, such
as the Kakadu Plum,
are authenticated as
part of a new project
in
partnership
with
Northern Australia Aboriginal Kakadu Plum
Alliance
(NAAKAPA)
administered by the
Mamabulanjin Aboriginal Corporation (MAC) in
WA.
MAC, on behalf of the
Northern Australia Aboriginal Kakadu Plum
Alliance, has received
a major federal grant
for a ‘Certification and
Bushfood
Traceability
and Provenance Project’
that will combine two
leading technologies in
provenance and traceability within an auditable
certification system for
producers of Aborigi-
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nal products. ANSTO, a
partner in the project,
will be providing its
isotopic and elemental
‘fingerprinting’ technology to validate origin,
which will be combined
with a SMART Blockchain chain of custody
ledger in an application
developed by IP Australia called the Kakadu
Plum App.
“As well as the uniqueness
of
Australian
native foods that are
linked to the experiences of Aboriginal Australians, the work will
ensure consumers that
the products they buy
are authentic in origin,
and the source is Aboriginal communities and
enterprises.
“In addition to ensuring
the ongoing protection
of these traditional industries, the develop-

ment of an innovative
technology that links
Aboriginal
cultural
knowledge and Western
science, links two approaches to provenance
and traceability,” said
Mamabulanjin Aboriginal Corporation CEO
Neil Gower.
There are numerous
examples, where items
have been fraudulently
marketed as containing authentic Aboriginal
ingredients, including
Kakadu Plum, that originate from overseas.
“Authentication is possible because animals and
plants retain a unique
fingerprint of the environment in which they
were grown or planted.
Because plants absorb
nutrients from their environment, Isotopic tracing, combined with other
nuclear techniques, can

find these fingerprints,
and link them to specific geographic areas,”
explained Dr Debashish
Mazumder of ANSTO.
ANSTO’s
provenance
technology will include
a new database of all
Kakadu plum producers
in Australia. The database will be the source
of geographical indicators which provide a
framework that can be
used to protect traditional knowledge associated
with Aboriginal bushfoods, as well as, combat
ingredient fraud in the
bushfoods supply chain.
“The approach provides
great precision in determining
geographical locations. We have
achieved an accuracy of
over 80 per cent using
seafood products,” said
Mazumder.

INDIGENOUS FOOD BY DESIGN HACKATHON

A

hackathon is an
intense
experience
where
people come together
with diverse ideas and
skills to rapidly design
and build products
that customers would
actually use.
The
theme
for
National Science Week
in 2021 was :

‘FOOD -

DIFFERENT
by Design’

The event kicked
off
with
ANSTO
researcher
Brett
Rowling - descendant
of national figure Bungoree – presenting
a ‘spiritual’ connection to country via the
western
equivalent
– the virtual world of
Zoom! He shared key

insights that are central to Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
peoples. Fundamentals, such as the
holistic understanding and connection
between land, sea
and sky, as well as
the cultural responsibility of “caring for
country”, such as the
cultivation of plants
for many purposes,
including food.
Whilst
Australian
plants have been
used by Indigenous
peoples for close to
60,000 years, it is only
recently that non-indigenous people have
taken an interest in
them.
Western researchers are now studying native plants because of their many
beneficial properties.

The properties are
linked to the basic elements they contain,
such as vitamins and
minerals.
There are opportunities to combine
Indigenous
practical knowledge with
Western science.
Twenty six school
teams
and
forty
industry professionals from across Australia, came together
to solve challenges
surrounding food security, waste, the use
of technology in agriculture and sustainability. The culmination of this research
process was to produce a 3-minute
video of their concept.
Heathcote High School
produced a short
video titled ’50 shades
of Science’ which pro-

posed using seasonal recipes using bush
tucker from specific
family’s country for
sale and distribution
across Australia.
The central phrase to
promote their product, of ‘A Pinch of
Outback’ captures the
fundamental concept
of only taking what
you need from the
environment.
The
school projects represents
progress
towards recognising
the intrinsic knowledge and abilities
of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
peoples, that have
continued to develop
since time began.
Or, to put it succinctly
in Brett’s language,
barley ki gibarlee yaddung - you and me
come together as one.
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LAURA ABORIGINAL DANCE FESTIVAL

A CULTURAL PILGRIMAGE 50,000 YEARS IN THE MAKING

I

f a foreign tourist asked you
“What is the great Australian
pilgrimage?”, what would you
say?
A trip to Uluru? Maybe. Has
great spiritual and geological
significance.
A trip to the Great Barrier Reef?
Possibly. World’s largest living
structure.
Bali? It’s the bogan rite of
passage, after all.

Endeavour Reef just outside
Cooktown.
Postponed (like everything)
due to covid, it spared us the
embarrassment of Scott Morrison blathering on with a
purely white interpretation of
colonisation.
So, when things returned to
normal in early 2021, we rebooked everything and headed
off on June 2 for seven weeks.

But seriously, can you think
of an Australian event, an occasion, that speaks to 60,000
years of culture? I doubt 1% of
Australians could come up with
an answer.

The revamped festival website (www.lauraquinkanfestival.com.au) looked fantastic
and, under new organisers,
electronic tickets offered fast,
covid-safe ways to book and
validate onsite entry.
The festival’s aim is to share
stories through music, dance
and cultural performances to
bring Indigenous culture to a
wider audience. The celebration is about passing traditions
down to the next generation
and sharing the vibrant culture of these communities
with the outside world.
From when the festival first
began in the 1980s, it has gone
from strength to strength. In
2017, more than 9,000 people attended from all over
Australia and overseas. It
is believed to be the longest
running Aboriginal cultural
festival in Australia.
(Last-minute covid restrictions in Sydney, Brisbane,
Townsville and Palm Island
resulted in 2,000 ticketholders
not attending this year.)
The entry fee is $50 per day.

We hear every year about the
great annual Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca when two million
faithful obey their mandatory
duty to make the Hajj at least
once in their lives.
For Christians, it’s probably
the Camino de Santiago trek in
northern Spain that is more an
individual touristy thing than a
scheduled mass event.
My problem with these is they
are religious trips, heavy on
dogma and obedience.
For years we had been intending to get back up to far north
Queensland, where we visited
several times in the 1990s after good friends from uni had
moved up there.
As part of my research into new
places to visit, I came across
the Laura Aboriginal Dance
Festival.
Held every two years on traditional Bora grounds 15km
south of the dusty speck Laura, it attracts up to 25 dance
troupes from across Cape
York and has been running for
around 35 years.
Last year’s event (2020) was to
coincide with the 250th anniversary of Captain Cook’s grounding on what is now known as
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Day 1 features a contemporary kids’ dance performance
that re-enacts the Quinkan
people, the official handover of
the Laura Dance Shield from
Lockhart River to Laura Festival, and the opening of the
Cape York Arts Exhibition
Day 2 is the main competition,

plus there are art tents, public health stalls, food caravans
plus bands at night.
Day 3 sees the finals, with six
troupes progressing from
Saturday.
We check in on the Friday afternoon to do the rock art tour
($50 for 2 hours) and get the
program handout – but nowhere does it say what time the
dancing starts or finishes, or
when the bands in the evening
(headlined by Yothu Yindi) are
on. Cape time, obviously.
On the Saturday we get there
about 10.30am and walk 1km
to the dance grounds, passing
campers, caravans, 4WDs and
tents of all shapes and sizes.
There are an estimated 5,000
people here, 95% of them
overnighting on site.
As we approach the dance
ground the speakers are
pumping out Babylon by Bus;
it’s a great omen and reminds
me of getting off a plane at
Kingston airport in Jamaica
to the soothing sounds of Bob
Marley!
We set up our camp chairs
a few rows back from the
dance circle; the sun is poking
through some light cloud but
mostly tamed by tree cover.
It’ll remain around 30C until
late arvo.
The paying punters are a mix
of Cape York Indigenous, Laura locals, backpackers who
have stayed throughout covid
rather than go home where the
pandemic is much worse, grey
nomads, other white folk with
a strong commitment to reconciliation and justice, and a
smattering of ferals.
But this is no token performance for rich white folk at a
5-star hotel. The dance festival grounds at Laura occupy
the site of a very old, traditional Bora ground. It’s a re-

spected and sacred site, and
19 troupes from right across
Cape York are here to compete
for the prestigious shield.
The young Indigenous man sitting next to me has come from
further up the Cape. “Where
the massacre was,” he adds.
There’s no point saying
anything; words are neither
adequate nor appropriate.
I let a few seconds pass before
telling him: “We have been
wanting to come to this festival for a long time and are very
excited to be here.”
He immediately extends a
hand and says cheerfully:
“Welcome.”
This heartfelt generosity is
repeated every time I speak
with Indigenous people today.
It’s deeply humbling, moreso when some of them add
almost apologetically – acutely aware of how they are
portrayed - “We hope you
have a positive experience and
enjoy the oldest living culture
on earth.”
It’s not they who should be
apologising, and I think of how
far backwards Australia has
fallen since Mabo, Wik and
Paul Keating’s magnificent
Redfern speech.
The chap is holding a woomera
for when he performs later. “We’re the only culture in
the world to use a woomera,
which lets us throw a spear
further and faster. The rest
of the world used a bow and
arrow to hunt.”
The first act we see are the
Lockhart River Dancers, original hosts of this festival some
35 years ago and who will go
on to take the title. It starts
with a ceremonial entrance
then they break out into short
routines and perform for
about 15 minutes.
It’s a great opening and sets
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up what we can feel is going to
be an awesome day.
Next up is the Yarrabah Whale
Song line Project. Song lines
trace the journeys of ancestral spirits as they created the
land, animals and lore. Integral
to Aboriginal spirituality, song
lines are deeply tied to the Australian landscape and provide
important knowledge, cultural
values and wisdom to Indigenous people.
There’s a short break, during
which time Yothu Yindi put on
a 20-minute acoustic session
in the big tent and explain how
the younger relatives of founding members have joined to
continue the band’s work (singer Mandawuy Yunupingu died
in 2013 and his nephew is now
on vocals, bass player Stuart
Kellaway’s son is now on lead
guitar).
My daughter Clare and I are
keen to check out the merch
tents and there’s plenty of great
stuff. I buy Clare a festival shirt,
ponder one for myself but hold
off, admire the array of food
trucks (Melanesian curries,
pizzas, coffee and donuts, ice
cream vans), then look at art
works and related souvenirs
(didges, jewellery etc).
Yarrabah Cultural Dancers
are next, followed by Yarrabah State School, just east of
Cairns, who quickly loom as the
sentimental favourites with so
many kids in their group.
During another short break
we wander 150m down to the
Laura River where dozens of
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kids and adults are cooling off in
thigh-deep gently flowing water.
It’s a few degrees cooler and a
break from the carnival buzz.
There are green ant nests in the
trees by the river so I’m careful
not to brush any (an accidental
encounter with one on Paradise Palms golf course in 1991
was a mistake I am keen not to
repeat).
Back up for some more dances, where a toddler barely 18
months old steals the show by
walking around with a tiny spear
and sword while his troupe performs around him.
The message from each group
leader is strongly reinforced
throughout the day: survival,
continuity of culture and teaching the younger generation.
Critical to this is closing the
gap, and there are numerous
stalls promoting public health
campaigns aimed at Indigenous
people: smoking is bad, get a
free blood pressure or blood
sugar test on site, how to prevent type 2 diabetes, ensuring
covid doesn’t decimate communities.
Anyone signing a petition to support the Uluru Statement from
the Heart gets a free t-shirt,
bag, and cap. Defence Jobs have
a stall, as does mining giant Rio
Tinto who give out free caps and
tote bags. The irony.
Around 3.40pm they announce a
long break until the next dances at 5pm. Clare and I return to
an artwork tent that is calling
me. I quickly spot some striking paintings of red-tailed black
cockatoos and would simply not

forgive myself if I went home
without one. The stallholder
collapses the frame and rolls up
the painting so we can transport
it home. We also grab two pairs
of socks with dot paintings, and
at another stall I buy a painting
for our son Kemba. Seems I’ve
already spent next year’s tax refund! It’s irresistible.
We drive back to the motel
where Carmel and Clare shower and release rivers of dust, we
refill water bottles and catch
our breath after an engrossing,
busy six hours.
On our way back to the festival
it sprinkles for a few minutes;
the scent of rain hangs heavy in
the air but it simply adds to the
atmosphere as we rush to catch
the last act, from Pormpurraaw
on the western Cape (and the
eastern shores of the Gulf of
Carpentaria).
The crowd is exultant as the
daytime schedule climaxes.
There’s an hour break, then
comes the announcement of
the five finalists to battle it
out on Sunday morning: Lockhart River, Arukun, Yarrabah
State School (who get the biggest cheer), Pormpurraaw and
Woorabinda.
One last troupe performs a
thrilling routine under lights
before Kuranda reggae act
Zennith belt out a hypnotic set
that has all the young folk up
dancing.
The icing on the cake, at 9pm, is
Yothu Yindi in full body paint and
sounding very tight from having
played last night as well.
Thousands are in camp chairs

looking over the stage; Clare
and I are up front for this unmissable performance. They
run through some of their lesser-known repertoire before finishing with their big three western rockers: Sunset Dreaming,
Tribal Voice and Treaty.
It’s mesmerising and during
the last song I turn around to
spot some kids breaking out
into traditional dance while
bopping along. I just manage to
capture their joyous moves as
the triumphal scene ends.
It’s easy to see how Midnight Oil
were so inspired on their long
NT odyssey with the Warumpi
Band in 1986 that spawned the
world-beating Diesel and Dust
album, headed by the titanic
twin dispossession anthems
Dead Heart and Beds are
Burning.
But wait, there’s more: two
songs for an encore, the latter Mainstream. It’s a euphoric
celebration of survival and culture.
It seems crass to even try to
assign this incredibly moving
day – this entire immersive experience - any kind of monetary
value, but it’s worth infinitely
more than the $50 daily ticket
price.
The next Laura Festival is in
July 2023. Make it your great
Australian pilgrimage.
Always was, always will be.
Contributed by

Ian Jessup
ASG Supporter

https://www.anggnarra.org.au/our-country/laura-dance-festival
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CALL FOR BODY TO DRIVE CONSTITUTION REFORM

A

constitutional commission has been proposed
to speed up the push
for Indigenous recognition,
among other reform, as
momentum stalls for an
Aboriginal advisory voice
before the next election.
Constitutional expert George
Williams wants to see a
permanent
commission
investigating and reporting
to parliament priorities for
reform.
“When it comes to constitutional reform, it’s essentially
a political debate, without any
formalised process of expert
involvement,” he told AAP on
Wednesday.
“What you have with the
(Indigenous) voice debate is a
live political issue but, in the
absence of a commission, no
roadmap or adequate vehicle
for taking it forward.”
There’s been a push to change
the constitution to recognise
Indigenous Australians for
decades.
A constitutionally enshrined
Indigenous voice to parliament was recommended in
the 2017 Uluru Statement
from the Heart.
The coalition wanted to
legislate
a
voice
to
government instead.

It initially committed to introducing a bill before the election, now expected in 2022,
before walking back on the
timeline.
The attorney-general’s department maintains the federal government’s priority for
constitutional reform is the
recognition of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people.
But a concrete timeline
remains elusive.
Professor Williams thinks
a standing constitutional
commission could help speed
things up.
“If you had a body like this
that really was representative and the body came forward and said “we can see
merit in this and this is how
you could draft it in a safe,
secure way”, then having
that put forward through
a nonpartisan process can
often be very powerful in
cutting through a partisan
debate,” he said.
“The voice, of course, has
largely transcended many of
these processes - it’s been
around a long time, it’s been
widely debated. Nonetheless,
a commission could still
help.”
Professor Williams also
believes such a body - small,

George Williams wants a standing commission to speed up the push for Indigenous recognition. Credit: AAP

taking in experts, community representatives and people from different political
backgrounds - could untangle
problems around broader issues about how the federation
functions.
He
lists
as
examples
difficulties
in
establishing joint state and territory
regulatory bodies, resulting in
multiple regulators and additional red tape.
Another is the divide between
state and federal courts, with
uncertainty about where a
case can and should begin.
“We often have a really inefficient federal system with
blockages and high expense
- you expend a lot taxpayers’
money,” Professor Williams

said. “Many of (the reforms)
are just about keeping the
document up to date so that
our system of government
works
efficiently and well and
in a way that serves the
community as it should.”
He is due to speak at a
lower house inquiry on
Monday looking at reforms
to the constitution and
referendums.
“We have a very old
document that is absolutely
fundamental in determining
how this country is run. Yet
we just don’t have processes or people who are looking
at it holistically to bring forward needed reforms.”

RIDE THE NORTHERN BEACHES 2022
Ride the Northern Beaches Kay-ye-my (Manly) to Garigal (Church Point) Acknowledging Aboriginal Country
All-a (Hello in Garigal)
Warami (Hello in Gayemagal)

I

am sorry that most of you
still find yourselves in
lockdown
and
dealing
with all the difficulties that
throws at us, I am conscious
lockdowns affect every age
group a bit differently and I
believe we all worry about
the others and how it is
affecting them now and will in
the future.
I would hope that over the
coming weeks more people
can come out of lock-down
and we can get to the new
world safely.
In just over 4 months to go
so are you ready for the
family friendly bike ride
where
we
Ride
with
Aboriginal People’s.
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A small gesture where we
pay our respects to Aboriginal People’s past, present
and future and stand with
Aboriginal peoples in the
hope that all Australians
can unite and walk together
as one on Aboriginal land.
We have been getting
opinions on a new T shirt
design and we would hope
to have something to show
you on the day if not before.
See you on 26 January 2022
and we will publish more
details about the rides new
route as the day gets closer.

Colin Hutton
Supporter ASG and organiser of the

Ride the Northern Beaches
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TOUR DE CARMICHAEL - CYCLE FOR COUNTRY
protect our Country. Adani
have given us no choice but
to intervene to protect our
land, water and culture. We
will not go away.
Waddamuli
Hello For thousands of years, we
have been custodians of
ngadyu narri Coedie this land and it is our reMy name is Coedie sponsibility to protect our
land, water, people, history
ngadyu
yamba
nani and totems.
wanggan
yagalinggu I cannot thank everyone
enough for taking the time
y homelands are to come out to my Yamba
the wangan and Nani (country) to show their
jagalingou.
support. With your ongoing
support we can fulfil our
Early May 2021, I led over cultural obligations to pro100 people on a cultural tect the land from Adani
bike tour of our home- and bring up our young
lands called Tour de Car- people, thus safeguarding
michael - Cycle for Coun- the future of our Dreaming
try. We cycled 100km stories.
along Adani’s rail line to As Wangan and Jagalingou
their mine site, sharing Traditional Owners we rethe significance of our main determined to proTotems, Twin Hills, the tect our Country. We stand
Belyando, the Carmichael strong and we stand our
River, and the importance ground.
of our sacred Doongma- Flying the Wangan and
bulla Springs and other Jagalingou flag at the start
dreaming stories.
of the Tour De Carmichael It was distressing to see Cycle for Country.
the mine under con- The Tour was a significant
struction. Adani is rip- moment in our people’s reping the heart out of our sistance to Adani’s mine. On
Country and destroying the third day I asserted my
our songlines. We don’t sovereignty as a Wangan
know yet what dam- and Jagalingou Traditionage Adani will do to our al Owner, welcoming over
sacred
Doongmabulla 100 people to Dalgayu Dina,
Springs. As Wangan and a camp inside Adani’s pasJagalingou cultural cus- toral lease and the place
todians, it’s our duty to of our Corroboree ground.
This
message
is
from
Wangan
and
Jagalingou
Traditional Owner Coedie,
son of Adrian Burragubba.

M

land and waters, helping
to expose and prosecute
Adani’s
environmental
and cultural heritage
breaches,
• The essentials needed
to maintain our permanent resistance on our
homelands – like vehicles, shelter, and infrastructure – which were
recently damaged by
flooding,
• Supporting our people
to travel around and camp
on Country, fulfilling our
to protect
WE NEED YOU TO responsibility
our land, water, people,
STAND WITH US history and totems.
Coedie,
Wangan
and
Traditional
I’m asking for your sup- Jagalingou
port to help establish a Owner
permanent presence on
our homelands to care for
our lands and waters and Ride with Aboriginal
Northern
resist Adani’s destruction. Peoples Beaches
went
on this
With your generous support we can protect our journey to show solidarsacred homelands from ity with the Wangan and
Adani and their destruc- Jagalingou Peoples and
tive coal mine. Your dona- raise awareness of the
tion will help pay for:
need to protect Aborig• Monitoring the damage inal Peoples country,
and destruction of our custom’s and culture.
This sets a historic precedent, where a Traditional Owner is able to enter
and stay on Country and
perform ceremony with
non-Indigenous supporters, without interference
from Adani or police.
The Cycle for Country
showed the government
and Adani that we are still
here, we are still practicing our culture, and we will
continue to resist Adani’s
occupation of our land.
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YOU CAN HELP ASG BY BECOMING A SUPPORTER
WITH AN ANNUAL DONATION FEE
The aims and objectives of the ASG-MWP are to:
(a) Work particularly in the local area seeking to improve the way people understand and
relate to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
(b) Commit to supporting Indigenous people in their struggle for justice.
(c) Assist in educating the Community in social justice for Indigenous Australians.
(d) Assist and encourage the advancement of Aboriginal education to the local and greater community.
SUPPORTER
Supporter are those who wish to join the association and support the ASG in its objectives.

IT’S NEVER TOO LATE!
Annual Supporters Fee $25
The annual fee is dated from the day you become a supporter.

Direct Debit:
Commonwealth Bank
ASGMWP
BSB: 06 2155 Acc: 00906332

Post Cheque to
ASGMWP
P.O. Box 1235
Newport 2106

PayPal.me/ASGMWP

One of the requirements within the rules is that ASG needs to maintain supporters’ (previously referred to as members) details including their name, address and
phone number. We do have most supporters’ details though some of you will be contacted where we are still missing information. Please note that we adhere to
strict privacy controls.
Do we have your correct details? If you’re details need updating.
Please email your details to info@asgmwp.net
Thank you for your continued support
Supplying your email gives ASGMWP permission to send the Elimatta newsletter and other information to your email address.

ASG-MWP WOULD LIKE TO THANK DEE WHY RSL AND NORTHERN BEACHES COUNCIL FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT

ABORIGINAL SUPPORT GROUP
MANLY WARRINGAH PITTWATER
Founded 1979

(02) 9 98 2 142 5 www.asgmwp.net
Facebook.com/ASGMWP
P.O. Box 1235 NEWPORT NSW 2106
Koorimail.com

Elimatta is the newsletter of the Aboriginal Support Group Manly Warringah
Pittwater. Articles are welcome with the understanding that editorial
changes may be made and that contributors agree that the material will be archived by the
National Library of Australia. Contributors to Elimatta are from many different
cultures and backgrounds. Views expressed are not necessarily those of the Editors or
members of the ASG. Please email articles where possible to the.elimatta@gmail.com
If you use any of the material it would be appreciated if the extract is set in context
and the source acknowledged.

Editor:
Graphic Design:

Neil Evers
Nathan John

Facebook.com/Koorimail
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